FOR THE ARCHDIOCESE OF SOUTHWARK
Tel. 020 7928 9742
Email. justiceandpeace@rcaos.org.uk
Website: www.jpicsouthwark.org.uk
Follow us on Twitter @southwarkjandp

GET READY FOR THE
DIOCESAN ANNUAL ASSEMBLY 20th NOVEMBER 2021
details to follow in the coming months.
The pandemic has separated many of us. We have missed our regular meetings and special
gatherings and whilst zoom and other wonderful technological inventions have filled a gap we
still yearn for the day we can once again hold our meetings in person, safely in the longing for
connection.

Please ensure you, your PARISH, AGENCY, COMMUNITY GROUP, or SCHOOL has/is
REGISTERED please send a contact name with an up to date email address to:
jpiccontact@rcaos.org.uk.

A synodial consultation starts with the people of God in the pews from the 17 th
October 2021 beginning with an opening Mass. This two year consultation on
communion, participation and mission is of great theological and pastoral
significance to every diocese across the world concluding with the Synod of
Bishops in 2023. Watch out for more about it.
https://www.vaticannews.va/en/pope/news/2021-05/synod-of-bishops-will-begin
-in-the-local-churches.html

SAINT OSCAR ROMERO – A SAINT FOR OUR TIME!
Mass was celebrated at St George's Cathedral on Saturday
14th August to celebrate the 104th birthday of Archbishop Saint
Oscar Romero. Visit ARCHBISHOP ROMERO TRUST website or read
principal celebrant Bishop Nicholas Hudson (Auxiliary Bishop in
Westminster Diocese) homily entitled Transfigured by Justice at
https://tinyurl.com/285eyxh7

Eradicating modern slavery is a priority area for the Church Investors Group, which the Diocese is a member
of. Our anti-slavery programme, co-ordinated by the Santa Marta Group, have joined up with the Church of
England’s “Clewer Initiative” to engage in a project to stamp out modern slavery in Britain’s hand car washes.

The Safe Car Wash app helps the user identify whether the signs of forced labour exploitation are evident
at the hand car wash they are using. These signs have been drawn up in consultation with the National
Crime Agency, the Gangmasters Labour Abuse Authority, The National Police Chiefs Council and the
Office of the Independent Anti-Slavery Commissioner. Included are a range of questions on pricing,
protective equipment for workers, or signs of workers living on site in make shift accommodation.
Depending on the data entered, the user will be notified there are no visible signs for concern or are
directed to the Modern Slavery Helpline. https://www.theclewerinitiative.org/safecarwash

MASS FOR MIGRANTS
At the Mass for Migrants in May, jointly held by the three London dioceses hosted in the Archdioceses of
Southwark at St William of York, Forest Hill, London SE23 under direction from Fr Habte Ukbay, Chair of the
Justice and Peace Commission, in honour of St Joseph the Worker; Bishop Paul McAleenan, Auxillary Bishop
of Westminster and Chair of the Office for Migration Policy spoke of being a people of hope, that we are called
to progress for the good of all. He asked us to recognise three very important principles Pope Francis talks
about in his encyclical Laudato Si and our Common Home:
‘Everything is a gift.
Everything is fragile.
Everything is connected.’
His poignant and direct homily on building a better world for everyone he called for the demand for justice,
the promotion of equality and the dignity of every person. See https://tinyurl.com/y8byjuvm

A recording of the Mass is available at https://westminsterjusticeandpeace.org/2021/05/12/mass-formigrants-2021-recording/
Before the day of the Mass, prayer cards were distributed to parishes across the diocese which included a
prayer to St Joseph and a photograph of Mawda Shawdi. Three years ago we learnt of the death of Mawda,
a two year old Kurdish girl killed by a Belgian policeman. Mawda was with her mother on the front seat of a
van into which thirty people were crammed, travelling from Namur in Belgium, past Mons, towards Calais. It's
not clear precisely why they were travelling on that route. They have relatives in the UK, though Mawda had
been born in Germany. Most likely the family had joined smugglers near Dunkirk and been taken into Belgium
to be transferred on to a lorry. A number of Belgian police cars gave chase to the van for about 40 miles and
one shot was fired, which hit Mawda.
But this was not all – Mawda was taken to hospital where she died soon afterwards, but without the comfort
of her parents who had been locked in a cell in a detention centre. (Similar to the use of policies used at the
border of other countries). Those who knew her when she had stayed in Dunkirk, sheltered in a former gym for
the winter were shocked by the news – and even more shocked when they and those staying in the 'minijungles' around them were evicted and removed a week later. A number returned to different parts of
Dunkirk, much affected by industrial pollution: we still do not know what has happened to most of them.
It is time to end the hostile environ-ment encouraged in the
government’s New Plan for Immigration and Sovereign Borders Bill
and provide a welcome for all. Bishop Paul McAleenan in his role as
lead Bishop for Migrants called for a safe and legal passage for all
those needing refuge calling for policies that reflect this. A time to
transform the lives of families. A time to make all families feel safer
and more welcome in communities across the country.
But the reality is shown in a report from The independent Chief
Inspector of Borders and Immigration https://tinyurl.com/c5683b4v
which makes for dismal reading on penal camps and Napier Barracks.
We seem to have forgotten all those years ago the sunken boat off the coast of Lampedusa and the news of
hundreds of Eritrean Christians who lost their lives. We seem to have forgotten the story of Francesco Tuccio
the Italian carpenter who made the Lampeusa Cross to tell this tragic story to the world. We seem to have
forgotten the unnecessary death of the of three year old Alan Kurdi who died off the shores of Turkey.
In a statement for Refugee Week that was from the 14th to 20th June this year, Archbishop John Wilson along
with other church leaders called out the ills that put the human person at risk and for all to be offered a place
of welcome. The following week the Guardian Newspaper reported on the government’s plan for immigration
bringing an amendment to the Nationality Immigration and Asylum Act 2002 making it possible to move
migrants off shore while claims and appeals were pending. Naturally human rights groups, MPs, the EU and
the United Nations voiced criticisms against such an idea and to date no receiving countries have come
forward for their reciprocal agreement.

At the beginning of August 400 people, mainly men from Moroco, Bangladesh, Egypt and Syria, were rescued
off the coast of Tunisia. Aid workers intercepted a boat, the engine had failed and it was taking in water.
Many of the passengers had already entered the water. It took more than six hours to complete the rescue.
The International Organisation for Migration say more than 1000 have died in the Mediterrean alone, this
year.
World Day of Migrants and Refugees 22nd September Bishop Paul McAleenan will be on the Dover sea front
at the memorial plaque for migrants for a prayer service at 12 noon to pray of all the refugees who lost their
lives at sea and who have no one to pray for them. All are welcome to attend. https://tinyurl.com/52pzf7jz

TAKE ACTION – by supporting the Jesuit Refugee Service and writing to MPs.
https://www.jrsuk.net/new-plan-for-immigration-resources/
As you might know, one of the ways the Jesuit Refugee Service supports refugees is through their At Home
hosting scheme which arranges three month placements with volunteer hosts. The scheme has continued
throughout the pandemic, with new COVID safety measures brought in. However, they are currently in urgent
need of new hosts to join the scheme with numbers dropping right at the time they expected to see a greater
need for hosting due to emergency accommodation provided to refugees during COVID being withdrawn.
JRS are hoping to recruit new hosts and as part of this are asking organisations to share details about the
scheme with parishioners, supporters and volunteers through any appropriate means: newsletters, email
updates etc. In 2019 Southwark J&P presented an Assembly to encourage hosting opportunities.
If you can provide a room in your home for someone facing destitution or could offer emotional support over
the phone JRS would like to hear from you.
The summer is a busy time preparing for the coming winter months ahead. The Nationality and Borders Bill
has begun its way through the House of Commons and JRS UK, along with the Bishops’ Conference and other
Catholic charities, have begun the advocacy and awareness raising in the hope to make some difference in
halting the progress of this anti-refugee bill. Together we are encouraging Catholics across the country to
write to their MPs and join in calling for an asylum system which treats people seeking sanctuary with dignity
and welcome, rather than hostility and suspicion. More information is available here: https://www.jrsuk.net/
news/where-is-our-shared-sense-of-humanity-jrs-condemns-governments-new-borders-bill/ or on the JPIC
website.
The need for new hosts for the JRS At Home hosting scheme continues to be a pressing concern as more
people face a return to street homelessness. We will be continuing our push for new hosts who can be ready
to welcome a refugee friend before the weather begins to take a turn for the worst heading towards Autumn
and into Winter.
As things begin to open up and we start to adapt to the ‘new normal’, JRS are keen to get out and about
visiting parishes, schools and chaplaincies. If you might be interested in having someone from JRS UK coming
to share about their work in the coming months, please do get in touch!
THE WALK – Walk with Little Amal a 12ft puppet of a nine year old girl has
started an 8000 km trek across Europe beginning in Turkey at the Syrian
frontier through 8 different countries including Italy, Switzerland, Germany,
Belgium France arriving in Folkestone on the 19th October. Cardinal Vincent
Nicholls is keen Catholic schools take as much of a leading role as they can in
assisting in this travelling festival of art and music that brings the refugee story
to life. At the request of Bishop Paul McAleenan, JPIC Kent has organised a
walk along the sea front at Dover, stopping at the Memorial Plaque for
migrants, before spending time in Canterbury and making its way to Lewisham
on the 22nd October through Central London, to Oxford, Coventry, Birmingham
and Sheffield ending the journey in Manchester. Produced by the makers of the
models used for the film ‘War Horse’ the puppet is activated by three teams of
three men. Local schools along the route are signing up to be part of the
activities. Follow the journey by visiting https://www.walkwithamal.org/ and
register an interest to get involved. Watch with interest this delightful video
capturing the story of Amal https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=BLen3WqXdPI
On the 23rd October: Little Amal will be in Central London - waking up on the
steps of St Paul’s Cathedral and being welcomed by many faith leaders
25th October: Little Amal is at Westminster Abbey and Westminster Cathedral.
https://www.walkwithamal.org/events/amal-sees-the-city/

Those who flee persecution and want the protection of the UK government must reach UK soil and apply to the
Home Office for recognition as a refugee. Traditionally around two thirds of these applications are refused.
Although in 2019m and 2020 around a half of the applicants were granted refugee status or another form of
legal protection a the first time of asking. Many of these decisions are wrong: thousands of appeals are
allowed every year amounting to 49% in 2020/21. Combining initial grants of asylum with successful
appeals, a majority of asylum seekers become recognised refugees or receive similar status. The Home
Office’s own figures for 2019 show 64%.
The right to seek asylum is universal and does not depend upon how people travel.
Our governments proposals set out to undermine the refugee convention and categorise people as
‘inadmissable’ if they reach Britain by irregular means or have passed through third countries, despite the fact
that more than half are likely to have valid reasons for claiming asylum.
In 2020, almost 30,000 people applied for asylum not including dependent family members. This is well
below the 2019 level despite the increased number arriving across the Channel by boat. In fact these do not
form an extra new flow, but rather represent people who have diverted from crossings in vehicles. Getting on
for half of all these 46% were from five main countries Iran, Albania, Eritrea, Iraq and Sudan, whilst other
significant contributors include Afganistan, Vietnam, Pakistan and Syria. Non noted as territories of peace
and safety.
The UK share of world refugees is light. The world bank put the numbers of refugees in the UK in 2018 at
around 127,000 or 0.5% of the world’s total. Even by UK standards the number of asylum seekers today is
not particularly high. Numbers peaked around the turn of the century reaching over 100,000 during 2002, id
dependents are included and have been fairly steady recently, averaging 39,000 over the past five years.
The cost of food and shelter for asylum seekers has not risen because more applications are being made, but
because they are not dealt with efficiently. The number waiting for more than a year for an initial decision
increased almost tenfold from 3588 people in 2010 to9 33,016 in 2020. Within this total, the number of
children waiting longer than a year increased more than twelve fold from 563 children in 2010 to 6887 in
2020.
What is needed is a system that works by making timely decisions and ensures that everybody in need of
safety gets a fair hearing.
Some refugees are resettled i.e. brought directly to the UK. Politicians like to stress that resettlement is good
and coming in the UK under your own steam.
(Jumping the queue) is bad. There are said to be 26m refugees worldwide, while over the past five years the

UK has resettled around 26,000 0.1%. No one can apply directly for resettlement in the UK, but instead must
wait in camps near their places of origin and hope to one day be pulled out of the pile by UN agents and
assigned a resettlement programme (not in a country of their choice).
There is, in fact, no que to join! Despite announcements of a new UK resettlement programme for about 5000
people a year in 2019, hardly anyone has been resettled since the COVID pandemic began.

Bishop Paul McAleenan and Bishop William Nolan have pointed out the need to write to Parliamentarians to
point out defects in the new Bill using excellent briefings provided by agencies such as the Jesuit Refugee
Service and SVP, who have first hand experience of encounters with those who will be directly affected if all its
proposals became law.
With the Bill’s second reading over, we will need to write ad ask for concerns to be passed on to those
involved in the Bill’s Committee stage and to Home Office ministers.
Seeking Sanctuary aims to raise awareness of people displaced from their homes and to channel basic
humanitarian assistance from faith communities and community organisations via partnership with
experienced aid workers. Our special concern is for the 2000 or so exiles who are stuck n north western
France, mistakenly expecting a welcome in the UK.
They need food, water, good counsel and clothes which are accepted, sorted and distributed by several
organisations including two Calais warehouses which also supply needs further afield. For more information
contact www.seekingsanctuary.weebly.com

# SET HER FREE The Home Office has started to build yet another detention centre at Hassockfield, County
Durham. Read the account from Agnes who 9 years ago claimed asylum but instead of finding compassion
and kindness, she was locked up at Yarl’s Wood detention centre in Bedfordshire for 3 months. Support Agnes
in her campaign against detention centres. Go to https://www.change.org/p/the-home-secretary-stop-thenew-detention-centre-for-women?

THE PROBLEMS EUROPEANS FACE

As the government makes it even more difficult to settle in the UK for anyone coming from anywhere abroad.
https://www.theguardian.com/uk-news/2021/jul/19/spanish-woman-in-uk-for-44-years-sacked-over-postbrexit-rules

Sign the Petition and show your support for the RNLI as one of our National Institutions is under attack for
rescuing people in stranded boats at sea and showing they care! Members of the lifesaving charity have been
awarded medals for gallantry and a huge donation by the Virgin organisation has ensured one lifeboat station
will get the equipment and training they need for the coming year. The members of the lifeboat crew are yet
another example of unpaid volunteers who put their lives at risk under all kinds of conditions for the good of
others. Channel crossings: RNLI chief hits out over migrant rescue abuse - BBC News
This is why they do what they do https://www.facebook.com/rnli/videos/4124053394378393

Become a Community Sponsor email Jackie at justiceandpeace@rcaos.org.uk
https://communitysponsorship.org.uk/

DREAMS OF FRIENDSHIP
After the introduction of new security legislation by the Chinese government last year, the UK opened up a
pathway for Hong Kong families with British National (Overseas) status to live and work here for five years,
with an opportunity to apply for citizenship. Around 130,000 people are expected to come to the UK in 2021.
New immigration laws now come into force give the Chinese government sweeping powers to prevent anyone
from travelling in or out of the country. Thousands left before the law came into force and the numbers are
increasing. Many are leaving for good never to return, they don’t want to leave their homes, families, or
employment, some feel anger and guilt that they are being forced to leave but things are deteriorating
quickly with communist party rule being tightened. For the sake and future of their children they feel they
have to leave. The growing exodus of people are leaving under a special visa scheme for the UK, many were
part of the protests for democracy seen as an anti-government movement.
There are over one million Christians in Hong Kong and between five and seven per cent of Hong Kong is
Catholic.
Is your Church a welcoming church? Could you offer new arrivals to the UK friendship, encouragement and
support in setting up home, most are young professionals on their own or with family members who stood up
for democracy in their home country after China enforced political lockdowns.
Someone moving to your area their first call would be to your church asking for help with some of the simple
things like how to register at the local school or the GP. You might have people in your congregation who
would love to get involved with this. With a little bit of training, they can really make a difference in someone
else’s life. Even if they are shielding or they are housebound, they could be on the end of a phone, and offer
someone the help and hospitality they need”.

If you and your church would like to join in with this national effort, visit https://www.ukhk.org/church
Please be aware national safeguarding and liability rules apply.
NEW ZEALAND APOLOGISES TO IT’S PEOPLE
The New Zealand Prime Minister, Jacinta Arden, made a formal apology for the 1970 raids against the
Pacific Islanders who overstayed their visas over 50 years ago. The raids often violent were seen as racially
motivated because they were mostly targeted against Pacific Islanders for deportation whilst ignoring people
from other countries. Pacific Islanders, community leaders and others gathered at Auckland Town Hall for a
formal and unreserved apology to their communities for the discriminatory implementation of immigration
laws in the 1970s that led to the events of the dawn raids. The crackdown targeted Pacific Islanders were
brought to New Zealand because of labour shortages the violent dawn raids in which saw government
officials and police searching homes, businesses and even churches looking for people to deport. The
response from police was overwhelming to reactionary. The sense of injustice is still felt today mainly
because it was Pacific Islanders who were targeted. Many feel a sense of shame and find it hard to speak of
it to families of Polynesian people. The majority of overstayers at the time were from USA or Europe. Formal
apologies are rare in New Zealand and have to meet strict criteria. (Aljazeera News 01/08/21)

AN ENVIRONMENT THAT WORKS FOR ALL
‘Climate Change is a global problem with serious implications – It represents one of the
principal challenges facing humanity in our day.” Pope Francis
The latest environmental reports talk of rising sea temperatures that are killing coral, fish and other marine
life, threatening coastal communities. Environmental destruction is gaining pace.
From the 31st October to 12th November World leaders come together in Glasgow for important climate
negotiations at COP26 to discuss the major environmental issues affecting our planet and the ongoing
pandemic situation. The most common concerns being biodiversity, air and water pollution, deforestation
and climate change plus of course the widening disparity between wealthy and poverty stricken countries
having access to vaccinations for their citizens.

Follow all the developments on the website https://ukcop26.org/
The Global Catholic Climate Movement (GCCM) has a new name, with
the blessing of Pope Francis: the "Laudato Si' Movement". It was
announced on 29 July in a webinar attended by more than 8,000
participants from around the world.
Tomás Insua, executive director of LSM, described the move as the
result of a "synodal journey" aimed at a deeper ecological conversion.
Cardinal Michael Czerny from the Vatican Dicastry for Promoting Human Development said: "This name is a
prayer.. When we name the movement now, every time we name it, we're saying a prayer." The Global
Catholic Climate Movement was founded in 2015.

Photo from Reuters of wildfires reported in Turkey
30/7/21 whilst accounts from
Brazil tell of snowfall for the
first time threatening crops of
coffee beans, sugar cane and
citrus fruit.) Since then similar
fires have appeared in Greece,
Italy, Spain and more recently,
previously unheard of, in the
Russian State of Siberia.

We can no longer fail to be aware of the many issues affecting climate change: air pollution affecting many
of our cities, global warming, water pollution and the depletion of natural resources. Rising temperatures,
causing natural disasters including flooding, melting of polar ice caps, rising sea levels, flash floods,
hurricanes, excessive snowfall, wildfires, droughts, desertification and other rare weather patterns are all
matters of concern. (The lack of basic necessities is a significant cause of human mortality. Environmental
problems increase the risk of illnesses like cancers, heart disease and asthma. Home and work
environments can affect mood and impact on behaviour and motivation. So what can be done about it?
https://laudatosiactionplatform.org/ For families, parishes, dioceses, educational institutions, healthcare
institutions, organisations, communities, communication centres, NGOs, businesses, farms & religious
To find out more about Laudato Si, what a Laudato Si Animator does and how to become one contact Alison
Gelder at justiceandpeace@rcaos.org.uk for more information.
Members of the Archdiocese joined other UK churches in a relay pilgrimage from Reading to London.
Support needed included additional walkers and people to meet and greet along the route. You can find out
more about Young Christian Climate Network here: https://www.yccn.uk/. All young at heart are welcome.

At the National Justice and Peace Network (NJPN) Conference in July 3 actions were recommended for
parishes in the run up to COP26: https://www.justice-and-peace.org.uk/conference-2021/njpn-conference2021-we-come-together-for-our-common-home/
1.

Do Climate Sunday https://www.climatesunday.org/service-resources, and register to let them know
you have done it (it can be done any day, doesn’t even have to be a Sunday…)

2.

Commit to joining Live Simply.

3.

Sign the Time is Now declaration - as an individual, parish and diocese: https://thetimeisnow.uk/.

Other events include:

18th– 26th September: The Great Big Green Week organised by The Climate Coalition Aiming to be
the largest event for climate and nature ever seen in the UK. Thousands of events will celebrate how
communities are taking action to tackle climate change and protect green spaces.

3-6 September: Living Laudato Si’ Retreat Online from Boarbank Hall. Includes talks from Cardinal
Vincent Nicholas and Bishop Paul Swarbrick. Donations are voluntary. No fee for the weekend. To apply,
simply email Sr Margaret Atkins margaret@boarbankhall.org.uk
Join the Big Butterfly Count by downloading the App and help identify the
environmental health of our nation.
https://bigbutterflycount.butterfly-conservation.org/

The Green Salon Collective is based on the circular economy. Items used in hair
salons are being recycled and turned into green energy. Plastics are being
pellatised and turned into new plastic, foil is turned into metal bales and excess
hair dyes us to power the national grid. Cut hair is used for gardening, composting
and hair booms. A sausage shaped mesh is filled with cut hair to create the boom
which was recently used to stop the spread of an oil spill in Northern Ireland and
remove it from the water. 550 hair salons and freelance workers have signed up to
the scheme. (From BBC Report 15/07/21)

IT’S ALL ABOUT THE LABEL
One of the world’s biggest food and consumer goods companies is set to introduce carbon footprint labels on
its products for the first time by the end of the year - marking a key moment in the shift to badge products
with their cost to the planet, The Independent revealed Unilever, which has 75,000 products including
Magnum ice cream, Pot Noodle, Marmite and Hellmann’s mayonnaise, said that the carbon footprint of
30,000 of these products would be measured within six months, with carbon footprint labels on a select
range by the end of 2021. The labels will be piloted on up to two dozen products in Europe or North America
and could adorn packaging in UK supermarkets by the end of 2022. Unilever said it plans to badge its entire
product range over the next two to five years and also floated the idea of supermarkets creating “carbonneutral or carbon-friendly” aisles, just like they have ”vegetarian aisles”, to help consumers make greener

A NO GLOW AREA
As from September this year the sale of halogen lightbulbs will be banned. This
is not an EU directive but a government climate change plan in an effort to reduce carbon emissions. The use of florescent lights is also due to change from
2023. LED lights are to replace 80% of current lights in use as they are seen to
be more efficient and last longer.

EXPLORE A HIDDEN FARM OASIS IN THE HEART OF LAMBETH
Visit an urban form at the heart of Lambeth. Take part in education, workshops
and events. The zoo was set up to improve the lives of children and to nurture
and inspire a connection to nature in collaboration with Jamie’s Farms.
The farm is supported through community foundations.
https://oasisfarmwaterloo.org/
Their standard offer is weekly visits for small groups of young people over half a term,
building confidence, empathy and self-awareness through practical work and discussions. They most typically
work with secondary schools, but can also work with upper-end primary.
This summer holidays they are also open every Tuesday in August (apart from 31st) for families to drop into
the farm between 10 – 4pm. https://oasisfarmwaterloo.org/schools/

HOUSING INJUSTICE & THE CLADDING CRISIS
Leaseholders Together and the UK Claddding Action Group, visited Downing Street last month. Over 400
buildings in London and across England are subject to the possibility of being a fire and safety risk. Occupiers
of leasehold properties caught up in the cladding scandal could face financial ruin plus worries and anxieties
contributing to struggles with mental health. The tragedy of Grenfell Tower four years ago in 2017 has forced
other tenants and homeowners in similar properties, (now found to be uninhabitable, uninsurable with
astronomical refurbishment costs) to consider taking legal action they can ill afford. Homes across the
diocese are affected with no legislation to rectify the problem.

NO COLOUR AT ALL
As yet another UK black celebrity faces abuse on social media even though he is representing his country and
competing as a world leader in his sport. Is taking the knee political or simply raising awareness? See the
latest from the NW NJPN News Bulletin. See attached.

FAIRTRADE & TRAIDCRAFT
Traidcraft currently have 75% off household and garden items, food and drink, fashion and household goods.
Why not pay them a visit at https://tinyurl.com/z7rk5jsz Re-open your parish as a Fairtrade parish? Find out
how https://tinyurl.com/2pdw9ctz

A MISUNDERSTANDING OF THE HIGHWAY CODE
It appears the number of people walking out infront of
moving traffic in towns and cities is on the rise leaving
motorists little time to stop to avoid them. The new Highway
Code due to be published in the Autumn will give priority to
pedestrians at junctions and crossings only, warning that they
have to wait until moving vehicles have stopped before
travelling to the other side of the road. Motorists turning into
junctions must give way to pedestrians if they start to cross
the road at either of these points.
Likewise cyclists are to have priority on the roads when
travelling straight ahead.
The new changes are in a bid to encourage walking and cycling and boost to the health of the nation following
the pandemic lockdown. Walking and cycling are green priorities that assist in staying fit, easing road
congestion and is sympathetic to the environment.
The government has also promised improvements to the National Cycle Network and the extension of walking
schemes. Transport Secretary Greg Shapps announced the investment of a £338m package for new cycle
lanes and walking schemes creating a ‘hierarchy of road users, strengthening pedestrian priorities on
pavemetns and crossings plus guidance for safe passing distances and speeds. ( Taken from Sky News Greg
Heffer 30/7/21)

GET THE WALKING HABIT
The Dominican Friars arrived in Britain over 800 years ago to celebrate this anniversary two young friars are
on pilgrimage, walking and praying from Canterbury to Oxford on a same path first followed by the Friars all
those years ago. With no money in their pockets, totally reliant on the good of the people they meet. Now on
day 15 follow their journey https://www.dominicanjubilee.com/get-involved
THIS ISN’T RIGHT!
Africa is currently spending three times more on debt repayments to banks and speculators than it would
cost to vaccinate the entire
continent against Covid-19
claims Global Justice. This
includes debt
payments
to large banking concerns
who
control
assets
over twice the size of the
economy of all the African
countries, yet they continue
to demand debt repayments
from some of the poorest
countries across Africa, Asia,
South America and the
Caribbean. Countries such
as Zambia and Chad have
asked for a break from
these loan repayments, so
they aren’t forced to choose
between saving lives and
repaying loans. So far, they
have been refused.
And
right now, the banks have
the balance of power as
countries who fail to repay
risk being sued. People around the world are demanding debts are cancelled. Join them and add your voice
to the campaign to demand big banks. Join CAFOD & the Jubilee Debt Campaign in the call to Drop the Debt.
@CAFODSouthwark #CancelTheDebt

Article 6 of the United Nations Convention for the Rights of the Child recognises that all children and
young people have the right to survive and the right to develop. It says the government should do as
much as they can to prevent the deaths of children and young people.
Yet another child in the UK faces a similar fate as Charlie Gard and Alfie Evans. The European Court of
Human Rights has rejected an appeal to keep two year old Alta Fixsler on life support and has caused an
outcry over parental rights and raised international attention. Alta was born in December 2018, 8 weeks
prematurely in Manchester and suffered severe brain damage at birth. Tragically Alta lacked oxygen at birth
and despite doctors declaring she wouldn’t survive more than several hours she miraculously has, and has
been receiving life sustaining care ever since. Doctors also say Alta has no conscious awareness and the
brain injury will inevitable result in early death. Manchester University NHS Foundation Trust petitioned the
British High Court to remove her life support arguing she had no quality of life and was experiencing pain. UK
law allows the courts to decide in the best interest of the child in extreme medical cases although multiple
paediatric neurologists contested the hospitals position insisting that Alta did not feel pain. Hospitals in
Israel and the US had offered to care for the little girl but the Manchester hospital claimed that moving Alta to
another hospital would expose her to more pain. Alta’s parents moved to the UK in 2014 they are Israeli
citizens and orthodox Hasidic Jews. Alta’s father is also a US citizen. They say taking their daughter’s life
support contradicts their Othodox Jewish faith and Israeli law which commands them to preserve human life
and prevents actions to end it. Their legal team request permission from the UK Supreme Court to move Alta
to a hospital in Jerusalem. They were denied, which prompted their move to ask the European Court of
Human Rights to intervene. Politicians, clergy and human rights activists have raised their voices against the
hospital’s request to remove life support. Senator Schumer in New York has worked to secure a visa for Alta
to travel to the US to receive care. In an urgent letter to the British Ambassador to the US, Dame Karen
Pierce he urged that all health decisions that are against the wishes of the family be suspended until the
citizenship process is complete and Alta can travel with her family.’ Both President Biden and Prince Charles
have been urged to intervenen and advocate on behalf of the Fixsler family and the care for Alta.
The hospital has stood firm in it’s decision to remove all forms of support for Alta saying that the high court
and now the court of appeals has agreed that sadly it is in Alta’s best interest for life sustaining treatment to
be withdrawn. A spokesperson for the family spoke of the families reaction to this crushing news it has been
very difficult for the parents to process what has been happening over the last weeks. Where court after
court in the UK and in Europe as well are essentially saying that the parents do not have the right or
understanding to decide what is in the best interest of the child.

Sadly one court after another have given permission for the NHS which overseas health policy in the UK to discontinue the life of this 2 year old is devastating it basically means that at any time the hospital can start the
72 hour process of ending life for Alta. Alta as a person has grown physically since she was born but the court
argued that moving Alta would cause pain. However it is argued, medical professionals within the medical
facility in Manchester already care for her in a delicate way from a room to a medical flight and from the medical flight to an ambulance and to a facility either in the US or UK so it is interesting reasoning to prohibit trying to care for Alta especially as the medical professionals in the US and in Israel are saying she has the potential of recovery, and parents whether influenced by their own device or influenced by religious teachings
have the right and responsibility to find the best care. Once a person is under medical care in the UK the government has control, people are not allowed to leave the hospital under medical advice this is not just an
oversight but over peoples medical decision especially referring to children. Alta is not a UK citizen. The government is saying you can not leave because they have already accepted one set of medical opinions but
there are different international medical opinions that can be considered. They say they want to protect Alta
but she is being denied the right to live, she is being denied her human rights.

More than 40,000 people signed a petition in support of Alta’s life. Go to:
https://www.change.org/p/the-high-court-support-the-right-of-appeal-to-save-a-life
https://thejewishweekly.com/update-on-altas-case/
https://www.bbc.co.uk/news/uk-england-manchester-57990742

CONCERNS OVER NHS MEDICAL DATA
Various news sources (BBC, Financial Times, The Guardian) reported concerns back in June raised by the British Medical Association and many GPs, over a new NHS Digital database created as a central store of patient
medical information with the potential to share data with interested third party organisations. Although at
the moment the intention is to make the information available anonymously i.e. without personal patient details for planning and research purposes, some members of the medical profession are concerned there are
no legal constraints in place to prevent the protection of confidential information being shared in the future
with those interested for commercial reasons particularly as more private investors are offered a slice of our
national health service. The NHS Digital database which will include a 10 year patient history was due to be
introduced next month but has now been postponed until the beginning of September partly because of the
lack of public consultation. For more details:
https://www.theguardian.com/society/2021/jun/06/the-nhs-data-grab-why-we-should-be-concerned-aboutplans-for-gps-records
https://digital.nhs.uk/data-and-information/data-collections-and-data-sets/data-collections/general-practicedata-for-planning-and-research/advice-for-the-public
There is an opportunity to opt out of the so called Digital GP Programme before the 1st September if you do
not want to share the data held by your GP. However before you do please make an informed choice according to your individual medical situation. You may wish to consult your GP first.
https://medconfidential.org/wp-content/uploads/2021/05/Type_1_opt-out_letter.pdf
https://medconfidential.org/wp-content/uploads/2021/05/nhsd-both-postal-form.pdf
However there will be instances outside the above realms where personal choice is over ridden.
https://www.nhs.uk/your-nhs-data-matters/where-your-choice-does-not-apply/
The Information Commissioner’s Office released this statement following further concerns raised in the media https://ico.org.uk/about-the-ico/news-and-events/news-and-blogs/2021/06/statement-in-response-toconcerns-around-the-gp-data-for-planning-and-research-programme/?

FROM THE DEPARTMENT OF HEALTH AND SOCIAL CARE As of 16th August adults and children are free
to return to work and attend school, meet with friends and family as the full double dose vaccine protection
replaces contact isolation. Those who have had the double dose of vaccine or are under 18 years of age will
no longer be required to self isolate if they have been in close contact of a positive COVID case. Instead they
are to get a free PCR test immediately to check if there has been transmission.

KEEP THE LIFELINE
A message from the Trussell Trust on the Government’s threat to cut £20.00 from Universal Credit in October
this year. Could you please insert an item in your weekly Newsletter and ask for support such as email to our
MP’s to ask the Government to think again.
More than a million people could be forced to turn to food banks as the UK government plans to cut Universal
Credit payments by £20 a week this October. We are asking the UK government to reconsider and stop the cut
which could push families through the doors of food banks should it go ahead. Message from Trussell Trust.
But we can’t do it alone – we need your voice to make the UK government listen. We need to be as vocal as
possible if we want the UK government to change direction and it is only with a huge amount of public
pressure that we will be successful. We have a small window of opportunity before October to try and protect
over a million more people from being swept into poverty.
►For the average person on Universal Credit, the cut represents a loss of 13% of income, and for some
families the figure will be as high as 21%
►Families who worry about putting food on the table, day in and day out. Families who are already caught in
impossible situations where their only option is to either feed their children or heat their home. Families who
are nearly at breaking point but just about managing to keep their heads above water.
That’s why we’re saying this October, the UK government must choose to protect people when they need
support, not cut them adrift. Choose a social security system that helps people afford the basics in life – like
food. Choose to keep the lifeline. https://www.trusselltrust.org/keepthelifeline/

JOIN MARCH FOR LIFE SATURDAY 4th SEPTEMBER beginning with Mass at Sacred Heart Church in
Horseferry Road at 9.30am continuing with events throughout the day at the Emanuel Centre. Meeting at
1pm in Parliament Square.

Join THE TABLET for a fascinating panel
discussion on the supporting role that the
#Catholic #Church must plan as we recover
and rebuild after the #pandemic. Tuesday
23rd September from 6pm to 7pm. Panel:
Raymond Friel, Daisy Srblin, Damian Howard
SJ and Clare Watkins. To buy your ticket visit:
http://ow.ly/FlLY50FLGsm

A NEW HIGH SCHOOL DEDICATED TO BLESSED CARLO ACUTIS
The diocese of New South Wales, Australia is to name what is thought to be the first high school in the world
after Blessed Carlo Acutis. The school set in the outback with a focus on liberal arts is to serve the
community of Moama. There is one other online school named after him in Canada. Blessed Carlo Acutis
was only 15 when he died of leukemia in 2006. He was born in London and moved to Milan at a young age
since making his First Holy Communion he was devoted to the Eucharist dedicating his short life to recording
every Eucharistic miracle online. He was beatified last year by Pope Francis at the Basilica of St Francis of
Assisi. Known as the first Millennial saint strongly favoured as a patron saint of the internet along side
St Isidore of Saville.
As we continue to pray for those who have died because of the COVID19 or Delta virus please also
remembers those who lost their lives because they were unable to receive the treatment they needed due to
enforced pandemic conditions, who may have otherwise survived. Also keep their family members in your
prayers as they witness their loved ones slip away from this world to the next.

Please pray for the soul of Fr. Olivier Maire, the Catholic priest murdered in France last weekend, he was
the local provincial superior of the Montfort Missionaries, a worldwide religious congregation founded by St.
Louis-Marie Grignion de Montfort. He was killed in Saint-Laurent-sur-Sèvre, a commune in the Vendée
department, in western France. The town is home to the Basilica of St Louis de , where the founder is buried
and where St. John Paul II preached in 1996.
The French Bishops’ Conference and the Conference of Religious of France said in a statement on Aug. 9 that
a man suspected of killing the priest “was staying with Fr. Olivier Maire” at the time of the murder. A 40-yearold man of Rwandan origin was later arrested who is also suspected of starting the fire at Nantes Cathedral
in July 2020.
According to the Diocese of Luçon and French Catholic Newspaper La Croix, Fr. Maire was born in Besançon,
eastern France, in 1961. He made his solemn profession with the Montfort Missionaries in 1986, and
ordained to the priesthood in 1990. He spent many years in Africa and in Rome. For Fr Maire the writings of
St. Louis-Marie Grignion de Montfort, written 300 years ago, retain all their relevance for explaining and living
the Faith. He was a popular leader of retreats.
In 2016, the priest was interviewed by French Catholic television station KTO in a broadcast marking the
300th anniversary of the saint’s death in 1716. Last year Fr Olivier preached at the Mass marking the 300th
anniversary of the arrival of Blessed Marie Louise of Jesus in Saint-Laurent-sur-Sèvre, with St Louis de
Montfort, she founded the Daughters of Wisdom, a female religious congregation. He said: “This is what
Marie Louise could have said to everyone this morning: share your life. Live a life of sharing with others, don’t
waste your life by living it alone, isolated, protected from the world, protected from others -- you have to
protect yourself from the virus but not from others.” (Taken from CNA 9/08/21)

HIROSHIMA & NAGOSAKI REMEMBERANCE SERVICE
It is with regret that again it was decided to cancel the Hiroshima Remembrance
Service at Aylesford this year, on the evening of August 6. It was impossible to forecast
the likely attendance and residual advisory precautions that would have affected the
ceremony.

Pax Christi held their annual service to commemorate the life of
Blessed Franz Jägerstätter online on the 9th August. Franz Jägerstätter
was a conscientious objector from Linz, Austria during WWII, executed
for his refusal to serve in the German Army. He was declared a martyr
and beatified by the Catholic Church in 2007. The film ‘A HIDDEN LIFE’ is based on his story.

MANY CONGRATULATIONS
‘When our hearts are tested we find out where our real values lie ….. in Christ
Jesus and the welcome of others.’
Congratulations go to Phil Kerton on receipt of his Certificate of Appreciation from Archbishop John Wilson
for services to the Episcopal Vicar as Shrine Secretary for the Shrine of Our Lady at Hartley and for promoting
justice and peace in the world.
A big thank you goes to the Choir and Children at St William of York School for the beautiful singing and prayers in the Mass
for Migrants recording, Hannah, Froilan, Pauline and Maria from Citizens UK for sharing their stories and media assistance.
Phil Kerton of Seeking Sanctuary, Nick Hanrahan of JRS, Westminster J&P, Alison Gelder, Deacon Duncan Aitkin, Sr. Veronica,
Luke Rosier at Oasis Waterloo, D.M. and all noted organisations for their contributions to this newsletter.
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